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My Research Question?

What do people talk about when they walk?

What are the topics of conversation when Montrealers take walks across the city, and how do these differ from other conversations?

Please help me find scholarly, sociological articles for my literature review assignment.
Share your ideas:
KEYWORDS

Get the link on your SOCI 310 library tips page:
http://bit.do/soci310
Lit Review Assignment: reminders

Formulate a **sociological** research question

Find **academic** articles in peer-reviewed sociology journals

- Articles using **empirical research**
- at least 15 pages long
- maximum ONE **purely theoretical** article
- no textbooks
- maximum ONE **review article**

**BODY OF LIT REVIEW SHOULD BE ORGANIZED BY SCHOOL OF THOUGHT**
References & Bibliography - FORMAT

- References also called in-text citations
- Bibliography also called Reference List/Works Cited
Share your ideas once more:

Is it EMPIRICAL?

**Can you find and indication in the upcoming abstracts to that the articles will be empirical?**
In-class survey: the right answers

Empirical or not?

*Can you find something in the following abstracts indicating that the article will be empirical?*